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Abstract In recent years, there has been a surge of interest

in (mini) pigs (Sus scrofa) as species for cognitive research.

A major reason for this is their physiological and anatomical

similarity with humans. For example, pigs possess a well-

developed, large brain. Assessment of the learning and

memory functions of pigs is not only relevant to human

research but also to animal welfare, given the nature of

current farming practices and the demands they make on

animal health and behavior. In this article, we review studies

of pig cognition, focusing on the underlying processes and

mechanisms, with a view to identifying. Our goal is to aid

the selection of appropriate cognitive tasks for research into

pig cognition. To this end, we formulated several basic

criteria for pig cognition tests and then applied these criteria

and knowledge about pig-specific sensorimotor abilities and

behavior to evaluate the merits, drawbacks, and limitations

of the different types of tests used to date. While behavioral

studies using (mini) pigs have shown that this species can

perform learning and memory tasks, and much has been

learned about pig cognition, results have not been replicated

or proven replicable because of the lack of validated,

translational behavioral paradigms that are specially suited

to tap specific aspects of pig cognition. We identified several

promising types of tasks for use in studies of pig cognition,

such as versatile spatial free-choice type tasks that allow the

simultaneous measurement of several behavioral domains.

The use of appropriate tasks will facilitate the collection of

reliable and valid data on pig cognition.
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Introduction

Over the past 100 years, scientists have shown that a

number of animal species have substantial cognitive (i.e.,

learning and memory) abilities (Broom and Zanella 2004).

In recent decades, scientists have primarily focused on

rodents and, to a lesser degree, on primates, species con-

sidered relevant to human research (van der Staay 2006).

When assessing the utility of animal models for investi-

gating cognitive functions such as learning and memory, it

is necessary to evaluate which species and what tests are

most suitable, produce valid results, and allow general-

ization to humans (referred to as translational research;

Markou et al. 2009).

In general, learning and memory are considered to

require higher brain functions and are not merely the

acquisition of a series of elicited responses (Kirsch et al.

2004). This is why it is so important to select the correct

parameters so that learning is measured rather than more

effortless or less deliberate types of performance (for

which other strategies are adopted) (Kratzer 1971). Pigs are

cooperative animals and learn classical and operant

conditioning tasks rapidly (Baldwin 1969; Baldwin and
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Stephens 1973; Chaput et al. 1973; Kratzer 1971). They are

generally seen as being ‘intelligent’ by the public, probably

because they can be trained. For example, Breland and

Breland (1915) successfully trained pigs for some pig

shows, based on B.F. Skinners’ operant conditioning

methods. Yet despite the growing literature on the cogni-

tive abilities of pigs (including miniature or minipigs)

(Ferguson et al. 2009), experience with and knowledge of

this species as an animal model are still limited (Hagl et al.

2005). Pigs and minipigs have several advantageous char-

acteristics, such as greater similarity to humans than

rodents have, which might favor their use instead of—or

alongside—other model species. For this reason, experi-

mental data produced over the past 40 years should be

verified and steps taken to advance research in the field of

pig cognition. Animal welfare scientists, while sharing the

opinion that pigs have considerable cognitive abilities, look

at cognitive research in pigs from a different point of view

from that of biomedical researchers. Their aim of studying

this species is to become more aware of pigs’ cognitive

abilities and sensory capacities, ultimately to improve the

welfare of this intensively kept farm animal (Meehan and

Mench 2007; Toates 2004). An additional aspect is that the

public’s perception of the intelligence of an animal influ-

ences the importance attached to its welfare, and many

people (consumers) consider farming practices that result

in poor animal welfare to be unacceptable (Broom 2010).

Cognitive ability should also be considered when designing

methods of enriching the environments of captive animals.

The aim of this paper is to review the literature on

studies of learning and memory in pigs from these two

perspectives, focusing on the different types of tasks used

(operant, spatial and recognition tasks, and tasks that assess

observational learning and awareness) and distinguishing

between appetitively and aversively motivated tasks. We

also review the conditions under which tests should be

performed in the future.

The pig as model species in biobehavioral research

Although the scientific advantages of using the pig, in

particular the minipig, as animal model in biomedical

research have long been recognized (e.g. Baldwin and

Stephens 1973; Chaput et al. 1973), there has been a recent

revival of interest in the pig as model of human disease. The

pig has the potential to fill the gap between preclinical

studies with rodents and clinical trials in humans (de Groot

et al. 2005; Lind et al. 2007; Nunoya et al. 2007; Vodička

et al. 2005). Its organ size, body mass, and physiology

strongly resemble those of humans (Sachs 1994; Schook

et al. 2005), and the immune system of pigs is more similar

to that of humans than it is to the immune system of

rodents (80% similarity of the compared variables between

pigs and humans versus 10% between mice and humans)

(Schook et al. 2005). Unlike rodents, which have a

lisencephalic brain, pigs have a gyrencephalic brain, as do

humans.

The brain of an average adult pig weighs up to 180 g

and that of minipigs 70–80 g (Hofman 1985). The rela-

tively large brain of pigs makes it suitable for imaging

studies, particularly in young animals (Arnfred et al. 2004;

Danielsen et al. 2001). For example, positron emission

tomography (PET) studies have investigated aromatic

amino acid decarboxylase activity in the brain of newborn

piglets (Bauer et al. 2002), magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) has been used to study the temporal expansion

following cerebral contusion (Zhang et al. 2008), and

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been

used to study activity in the cortex, cerebellum, and

brainstem following visual stimulation in postnatal piglets

(Fang et al. 2006). In addition, the sequence and chromo-

some structure homology of the pig genome show strong

similarity with those of the human genome (Chen et al.

2007; Lunney 2007; Petersen et al. 2008). However, the

full potential of pig-based models for investigating the

function/dysfunction of the nervous system in the regula-

tion of normal and abnormal behavior has not yet been

fully explored (Nielsen et al. 2009; Schook et al. 2005).

Overall, it could be said that the pig shows several favor-

able physical characteristics, including suitability for

advanced imaging techniques that support its use in

research into human disease (Lind et al. 2007).

Traditionally, behavioral studies have used rodents

because of the availability of numerous well-validated tests

and models (Kornum et al. 2007), and the ease and cheaper

costs of housing rodents compared with larger species.

However, the pig may be a good non-primate, non-rodent

species for biomedical research, for studying the effects of

a wide range of clinical and behavioral stresses (Chaput

et al. 1973), for screening in vivo receptor profiles of drugs

(Lind et al. 2004), and for verifying neurological syn-

dromes (e.g. MPTP-induced Parkinsonism syndrome;

Mikkelsen et al. 1999). Pig models have been used to

address lifestyle factors (e.g., stress, drugs, and abuse;

Schook et al. 2005), diabetes (Larsen and Rolin 2004), and

human brain disorders (Moustgaard et al. 2005; Nielsen

et al. 2009).

Another important consideration is that pigs are rela-

tively inexpensive compared with primates (Mikkelsen

et al. 1999). Several domestic pig lines and a smaller

number of minipig breeds are now commercially available

from specialized breeders (e.g., Ellegaard Göttingen

Minipig�, Yucatan minipig, pot-bellied pig). The minipig

is especially suited for behavioral research because of its

smaller size, which makes handling easier and allows the

scaling down of test equipment, compared with that used
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for the common domestic pig. However, the housing,

physiology, and behavior of domestic pigs and minipigs

have not yet been directly compared. The nature of the

domestic pig and minipig breeding programs is different,

especially with regard to weight gain. The Göttingen

Minipig is bred to be a small and light laboratory animal

(mature animals weigh around 30–35 kg, if they have been

put on a calorie-controlled diet) and shows nearly linear

growth in the first 160 days of life. In contrast, fattening

pigs (weighing 117–138 kg when 26 weeks old, depending

on their feeding regime) gain little weight during the first

7 weeks, but thereafter gain weight rapidly (Köhn et al.

2007). Researchers should be aware of these and other

differences between the two types of pig when comparing

data. Indeed, further research on potential differences is

urgently needed.

Learning and memory in relation to welfare

Greater insight into pig cognition is needed not only with

regard to biomedical research, but also with regard to

improving pig welfare. Both research lines will benefit

from the development of reliable and validated tests for

studying pigs’ cognitive abilities. Indeed, Duncan and

Petherick (1991) stated ‘‘animal welfare is dependent

solely on the mental, psychological and cognitive needs of

the animals concerned’’. Farm animals, including pigs, are

inadvertently exposed to many learning and memory

challenges (Held et al. 2002), and knowledge of species-

specific learning abilities and environmental preferences is

expected to contribute to improvement of housing condi-

tions, management, and handling routines, and hence ani-

mal welfare (Baldwin and Meese 1977; Boissy et al. 2007;

Tanida and Nagano 1998; van Rooijen 1982; Wechsler and

Lea 2007). Situations that adversely affect farm animal

cognition can trigger stress responses (possibly associated

with suffering) and can negatively affect productivity

(Held et al. 2002). The capacity of an animal to cope with

its housing conditions may be influenced by its learning

abilities (Wechsler and Lea 2007).

A range of cognitive factors appear to influence emo-

tions or emotional processes in animals (a topic nowadays

of great importance when assessing animal welfare) (Ohl

et al. 2008). More complex emotions are the result of

interactions between cognitive and emotional processes

that are needed for the evaluation of perceptual information

(Ohl et al. 2008; Paul et al. 2005). Vice versa, the emo-

tional state of an animal can also influence its cognitive

functioning, ‘‘judgment of stimuli’’ (Mendl et al. 2009).

Consequently, questions about farm animal welfare cannot

be tackled without a thorough understanding of the fun-

damental psychology and behavior of these animals (Curtis

and Stricklin 1991), an aspect that has long been neglected

in farm animals (Puppe et al. 2007), but which influences

our attitude to these animals. Nowadays, there is a growing

public interest in and discussion of animal welfare issues,

and cognitive research in farm animals may provide

information relevant to these discussions (Mendl and Paul

2004).

Our aim is to review the biomedical and animal welfare

literature with a view to facilitating the selection or design

of appropriate tasks for pig cognition research. We hope it

will prompt collaboration between scientists in both fields,

to improve biomedical research models and animal

welfare.

Implementation of cognitive tasks

Research into the effects of experimental interventions on

cognitive processes in pigs necessitates the development

of reliable and valid learning and memory tests (e.g., van

der Staay 2006). One of the reasons why pig studies are

under-represented in biomedical behavioral research is the

lack of well-standardized and validated tasks. A main task

of behavioral scientists is to develop or adapt existing

tests to generate valid and sensitive test paradigms

applicable to most commonly used model animals in

addition to pigs and/or suitable for behavioral character-

ization (phenotyping).

Behavioral tasks for pigs should in general fulfill a

number of criteria:

1. healthy, unimpaired animals should be able to acquire/

perform the task;

2. the task should allow a detailed analysis of pigs’

behavior, i.e., it should preferentially provide indices

for different behavioral domains (cognitive, sensory,

motor, or motivational components) (Wainwright and

Colombo 2006);

3. the task should be as stress-free as possible (for both

the experimental animal and the experimenter; except

if measuring the effects of stress is an explicit aim of

the experimental procedure);

4. the task should preferentially tap ecologically relevant

behaviors (e.g., to prevent mismatches between the

task and the adaptive mechanisms and available

behavioral repertoire of the species) (Koolhaas et al.

2006);

5. the task should be standardized in order to enable

comparisons between studies within and across labo-

ratories (van der Staay et al. 2010);

6. the task should, wherever possible, be automated in

order to eliminate variability between observers, and to

allow fine-tuned analyses;

7. the task should allow investigation of developmental

effects (early ontogeny, aging) and should preferentially
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be suited for repeated testing (van der Staay 2002) in

order to allow longitudinal studies;

8. the task should be complex and sensitive enough to

capture subtle differences in cognitive abilities (Friess

et al. 2007; Hagl et al. 2005; Laughlin et al. 1999).

The above criteria are general criteria for test paradigms.

Clearly, some criteria will be more relevant than others,

depending on the specific research questions (biomedical

or welfare related) and hypotheses tested. A multi-layered

approach is needed to cover the full range of pig behavior,

because cognition is not a unitary function but involves

multiple and dissociable systems that interact in cognitive

processes. This should be kept in mind when designing and

interpreting studies of cognitive functioning (Wainwright

and Colombo 2006).

Species-specific opportunities and constraints

Pigs are clearly different from rodents. It is important to

take the species-specific abilities and constraints into

account when developing new tasks or applying existing

ones for pigs. In this context, we will briefly discuss the

general characteristics of the domestic pig from an evolu-

tionary point of view and give an overview of pigs’ known

sensory capacities.

General features of the domestic pig

The behavioral traits of domestic pigs, which were

domesticated around 9,000 years ago (Hemmer 1990),

closely resemble those of its ancestor, the wild boar (Sus

scrofa). Thus, study of wild and/or feral pigs provides

insights into the behavior of the domestic pig (Graves

1984). Ethological studies have shown that wild boars,

which are highly social and omnivorous (Graves 1984;

Gustafsson et al. 1999), concentrate their daily activity into

several main periods, generally synchronized with sunrise

and sunset (Mauget 1984), depending on season, predator

pressure, and food availability. Wild boars are active for

about 65% of the time (Graves 1984), and although mainly

diurnal, they can easily shift to nocturnal activity (Jensen

2003). During foraging, they move between different

feeding areas while grazing, browsing, or, more commonly,

rooting with their snout. Their muzzle (a flattened, tough,

rounded disk) searches for food on and under the surface,

and pigs generally move with their nostrils close to the

ground (Graves 1984). Because pigs lack sweat glands,

wallowing in mud or water is a common behavior to

decrease body temperature (Jensen 2003).

The natural behavior of feral pigs and their ancestors

gives us some insights into behaviors and aspects of

domestic pigs that are of significant importance (e.g.,

rooting, social companionship, and the lack of sweat

glands) to their well-being and which should be taken into

account when housing experimental animals and designing

or selecting suitable tasks. Typical behavior such as rooting

could be used as stimulant to motivate animals to perform a

task, in addition to food reward. Because most tasks are

performed by individual animals, it is essential to habituate

these social animals to being alone in the test environment.

Fear, stress, or arousal can influence performance and

decrease motivation (this will be discussed later on).

Keeping the pen mates of the tested individual close to the

experimental set-up could help to decrease arousal, because

pen mates are within hearing and smelling range of the test

pig. In cognitive tests in which the pig’s emotional state

plays a role, communication and/or pheromone signaling

between the test pig and the waiting pen mates may

influence test performance. Moreover, it is conceivable that

the testing order affects physiological and possibly

behavioral measures (e.g. within-cage order effects of

testing are found in mice (Arndt et al. 2009)).

Sensory capacities

Visual and olfactory capacities

Knowledge about the visual and olfactory capacities of the

pig is limited, and the available results are contradictory.

Pigs can learn olfactory discrimination tasks faster than

visual discrimination tasks (Croney et al. 2003; Lind et al.

2007). However, despite large variations between individ-

ual pigs, Tanida and Nagano (1998) found visual as well as

auditory cues to be more important than olfactory cues

when pigs had to discriminate between people. Pigs detect

odor cues very well, as evidenced by their use in truffle

hunting (Pacioni 1986). Therefore, it is important to control

odor cues so that the test can discriminate between physi-

ological innate responses and learned behavior (Hagl et al.

2005).

Less is known about the visual capacities of the pig, and

only a few studies have addressed pigs’ ability to distin-

guish details and shapes (visual acuity). Zonderland et al.

found pigs to perform poorly when distinguishing smaller

symbol sizes at close (\600 mm) range, but also found a

large individual variation. Their animals failed to dis-

criminate between visual cues smaller than 20 mm and

the minimum-distinguishable visual acuity was about

0.001–0.03 (measured corresponding to Entsu et al. 1992),

lower than that of cattle and humans. In contrast to Graf

(1976), Zonderland et al. (2008) did not find a strong

decrease in visual acuity below 12 lx (lux) for black-and-

white cues. As regards pig color vision, Tanida et al. (1991)

found that two sows could discriminate blue from red and
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green, but were unable to discriminate red from green (all

with the same luminosity), whereas two other animals

failed to discriminate red or green from gray but could

distinguish between blue and gray. The results show that

pigs discriminate blue from other colors on the basis of hue

rather than brightness and suggest that pigs are red–green

color blind or can poorly discriminate between these

colors.

Auditory capacities

The pig’s hearing range is from 42 through 40,500 Hz

(Heffner and Heffner 1992), and exceeds the human

hearing range (31–17,600 Hz). This increases the risk of

pigs being unwittingly exposed to aversive environmental

noise (experimental machinery, etc.). Social vocalization

plays a role in communication and recognition between

pigs and can provide complex information about the

identity of the sender and its arousal state (Held et al.

2009). This knowledge should be kept in mind when test-

ing pigs in an experimental room with other animals

present within hearing distance.

Gustatory preferences

Pigs appear to like sweet tastes (Kennedy and Baldwin

1972). Glaser et al. derived more specific gustatory infor-

mation by testing 75 pigs in an adapted Richer-type

drinking test. None of the pigs drank a bitter-tasting qui-

nine hydrochloride solution (49 mg/l), but preferred dif-

ferent carbohydrate solutions to water, with sucrose being

the most preferred. Seven polyols were preferred to water,

with xylitol being the most preferred. Of twelve artificial or

natural compounds considered sweet by humans, only

acesulfame-K, alitame, dulcin, saccharin, and sucralose-D

were able to elicit a preference response in pigs (Glaser

et al. 2000). In a further study, 120 pigs were tested with 60

compounds perceived as sweet by humans. Lugduname

and carrelame (both guanidinoacetic acid derivatives) are

considered the sweetest by humans and proved to be the

two most preferred compounds in pigs. (Nofre et al. 2002).

Summary

Although pigs are probably red–green color blind and

probably cannot distinguish very small symbol sizes, too

little is known about their visual capacities, and this has

implications for task design (e.g., is poor performance

caused by poor visual capacities or cognitive limitations?).

Images can be projected onto touch screens during dis-

crimination experiments or similar tasks with humans,

primates, or chicken as subjects, but before we can use this

approach with pigs (or use images in general), we need to

know more about their visual capacities, to exclude pos-

sible false-negative results because pigs are physically

incapable of performing the task. As pigs’ auditory acuity

is better than that of humans, tones can serve as discrimi-

native stimuli, or as secondary or conditioned reinforcer.

However, it is important that researchers are aware that

pigs hear, and may be disturbed by, sounds that are inau-

dible to humans. Beside auditory reinforcers, sweet solu-

tions can be used as effective reinforcers, and quinine can

be added to food if an aversive taste experience is needed.

Somatosensory information concerning pigs is as yet

lacking, and should be further investigated.

Reinforcements

Food rewards, such as pieces of apple, chocolate raisins,

M&M chocolates, sow rolls, commercial pellets, dog bis-

cuits, or milk replacer (for piglets) are most commonly

used as reinforcers in appetitively motivated research

(Croney et al. 2003; Hagl et al. 2005; Held et al. 2001b;

Laughlin et al. 1999; Moustgaard et al. 2005; Siegford

et al. 2008; Tanida and Nagano 1998). In order to increase

motivation and the reinforcing value of food rewards, food

deprivation is often applied when testing pigs (Held et al.

2001b; Held et al. 2005; Laughlin et al. 1999; Laughlin and

Mendl 2000; Laughlin and Mendl 2004; Mendl et al. 1997;

Moustgaard et al. 2002; Nielsen et al. 2009; Spinka et al.

1998), but is not always necessary (Arts et al. 2009;

Ferguson et al. 2009). Lack of appetite (e.g., caused by

treatment with drugs that can induce nausea or anorexia as

side effect) (Chaput et al. 1973) should be borne in mind,

as this may make the use of food rewards impossible.

Non-food reinforcers have also been used with success.

Pigs are social animals that are motivated to perform a task

in which access to the group (or to the sow in the case of

preweaning piglets) serves as reinforcer (Siegford et al.

2008; van Rooijen 1982). Another type of reinforcer that

has proved effective is light in darkness (Baldwin and

Meese 1977; Chaput et al. 1973). The latter seems to be a

mediocre reinforcer, but becomes more important when

olfaction is removed by bulbectomy (Baldwin and Meese

1977). A dry area—in case of a water maze—(Siegford

et al. 2008) and heat (Baldwin 1979; Baldwin and Meese

1977) are also effective reinforcers.

It is also important to consider the way in which the

reinforcer is applied and how access to it is achieved. For

example, Baldwin and Meese (1977) found pigs to work

more consistently if they could push a beam with their

snout intermittently, rather than constantly, to obtain light.

As described in Sect. 2.1, pigs have evolved to use their

nose to seek and root; their legs and hooves are not

designed to make subtle motor movements and their body

is not that athletic (e.g., compared to most primates’
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bodies). Thus, in order to keep animals motivated and to

facilitate performance without duress, pigs should be

allowed to use their snouts to reach the reinforcer or to

manipulate a lever or similar mechanism. Tasks should be

designed such that the required action matches one or more

of the pig’s natural behaviors and that the pig naturally

‘understands’ the task, i.e. does not require extensive trial

and error trials. This facilitates task learning and will keep

the animal more motivated.

Tests for assessing learning and memory in pigs

Underlying learning mechanisms

Learning and memory tasks, based on different underlying

learning methods, have been administered to pigs and are

briefly defined here. Examples of research involving pigs

and different learning methods will be presented in sub-

sequent sections. In Table 1, these examples are outlined

point-by-point, summarizing relevant information about

subjects and materials (e.g., number and age of animals,

and reinforcer used).

Classical or Pavlovian conditioning studies in pigs,

which imply learning about relations between stimuli, with

one stimulus signaling the occurrence of the other (Resc-

orla 1988), were used in the early 1900s. Although Pavlov

apparently thought that pigs could not be used as experi-

mental subjects (Moore and Marcuse 1945), evidence has

since accumulated that pigs can easily be conditioned

(Kratzer 1971), using classical conditioning methods. Yet

only a few classical conditioning studies have used pigs, as

reviewed in the Sect. 3.2.

When the response to a stimulus is followed by a rein-

forcer, the probability that the response will be made is

increased. This is called operant conditioning or instru-

mental learning (Rescorla 1988). Yerkes and Coburn

(1915) were probably the first to study operant conditioning

in pigs, and since then operant conditioning has become a

commonly used conditioning technique. Different types of

reinforcers, both aversive and appetitive, have been used.

Spatial tasks

Spatial learning and the memory ability of animals can be

assessed using different types of mazes, the so-called

sequential choice or ‘alley’ mazes and ‘free-choice’ mazes.

The alley mazes consist of a fixed starting position and one

correct route to a fixed goal position, where incorrect

alternatives such as visits to blind alleys or going back

must be avoided. In contrast to ‘alley’ mazes, in ‘free-

choice’ spatial discrimination tasks (Bouger and van der

Staay 2005; Crannell 1942; Lachman and Brown 1957),

rewards can be found in different places, and the animal is

free to visit and revisit these baited places and unbaited

alternatives, in whatever order it wishes. Once an animal

has visited a place and consumed the food pellet, its revisits

to the same location remain unreinforced. The most effi-

cient behavior is to visit only baited locations, and to visit

them only once. In spatial memory tasks, an animal must

remember a list of places already visited in order to avoid

revisits. This list of visits is held in the working memory

(Olton and Samuelson 1976), and the information it con-

tains is relevant only within a specific trial. The reference

memory (Olton and Samuelson 1976) holds trial-indepen-

dent information about, for example, the locations where

the food reward can be found. Working memory and ref-

erence memory can be assessed simultaneously in free-

choice mazes. As most variants of T- and Y-maze tasks for

pigs are not based on the orientation of the animal in

relation to the space it finds itself in, the pig variants of

these tests will not be considered as spatial but as operant

(or in some cases social) tasks.

Recognition tasks

The object recognition test (ORT) was developed by

Ennaceur et al. for assessing ‘trial-unique’ memory in

rodents (Ennaceur et al. 1989; Ennaceur and Delacour

1988; Ennaceur and Meliani 1992), based on the known

preference of rodents to explore unknown objects more

than familiar ones. The ORT provides measures of explo-

ration, habituation, and discrimination, i.e., non-cognitive

effects of experimental manipulations can be distinguished

from effects on memory performance (Sik et al. 2003).

Similar results are obtained when the ORT is used to test

social recognition and memory. Thor and Holloway (1982)

studied this behavior in rats by re-exposing animals suc-

cessively to familiar or unfamiliar conspecifics with dif-

fering inter-exposure intervals, and the cumulative duration

of investigatory behavior was measured during re-expo-

sure. In pigs, social recognition tends to be studied in a

simultaneous setting (i.e., exposing the animal to different

conspecifics at the same time), in a Y-maze (Kristensen

et al. 2001; McLeman et al. 2005). For example, the rec-

ognition of humans by pigs was investigated by displaying

familiar and non-familiar humans simultaneously in a

Y-maze (Koba and Tanida 1999; Tanida and Nagano

1998). Another variant of social learning studied in pigs is

observational learning (e.g., Held et al. 2000). Held

describes it as studying social tactics (i.e., the ‘exploitation

of knowledge of others’ or ‘deceptive tactics’). Although it

is not behavioral imitation as such, this definition comes

close to the definition ‘the capability to imitate a demon-

strator’s behavior’, a type of learning often studied in

monkeys and apes (Choleris and Kavaliers 1999).
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Table 1 Cognitive tasks performed in pigs

Task Tested cognitive

ability/abilities

N Sex Reinforcer Age

(or weight)

Food restriction

schedule

Author

Classical conditioning tasks

Appetitive learning

Conditioned salivary

response

Association learning 2 F Food 6 weeks Unknown Moore and Marcuse

(1945)

Aversive learning

Conditioned aversive

response

Association learning 50–64 ? – 75–135 days - Noble and Adams

(1963)

Operant conditioning tasks

Multiple choice

apparatus

Ideational problem

solving

2 B/F Food 2 months Unknown Yerkes and Coburn

(1915)

Appetitive learning

Conditioned

suppression of operant

responding

Learning ability 12 B/F Food 2–4 months Unknown Baldwin and Stephens

(1973)

Lever pressing Hierarchy behavior and

social learning

64 B/F Commercial pellets 20–40 kg Abstention 24 h

pre-testing

Baldwin and Meese

(1979)

Panel switching Preference testing 66 B/F Sweetened water 2–4 months Fed 1x daily Kennedy and Baldwin

(1972)

Lever pressing Learning ability 84 M/F Unknown 15–17 weeks Ad libitum Sneddon et al. (2000)

Lever pressing Measure of motivation 6 F Unknown 4.5 months Fed 2x daily Ferguson et al. (2009)

Temporal response

differentiation training

Time perception 3 F Unknown 4.5 months Fed 2x daily Ferguson et al. (2009)

Incremental repeated

acquisition

Learning ability 3 F Unknown 4.5 months Fed 2x daily Ferguson et al. (2009)

Discrimination reversal

test

Reversal learning 34 M/F Food [35 days Unknown

deprivation

schedule

Lien and Klopfer

(1978)

Reversal learning Learning ability 60 B/F Commercial pellets 8 weeks Ad libitum Bolhuis et al. (2004)

T-maze Discrimination learning 4 F Food 21–42 days Unknown Tanida et al. (1991)

Y-maze Discrimination/

recognition learning

5 M Raisins 8 weeks Unknown Tanida and Nagano

(1998)

Y-maze Discrimination/

recognition learning

6 F Raisins 8 weeks Fed 2x daily Koba and Tanida

(1999)

Standard human

approach test

Association learning 24–36 F Commercial finisher

ration

17–23 weeks Fed 1x daily Hemsworth et al.

(1996)

Discrimination learning Spatial, visual and

olfactory learning

4 B Milk-bone dog

biscuits

2.5–3 years No restrictions Croney et al. (2003)

Eight-arm radial maze Discrimination learning

and memory

53 Unknown Milk replacer 3 days Fed 4x daily Wang et al. (2007)

Set-shifting procedure Spatial, visual, reversal

and extra-dimensional

learning

16 M/F(c) M&M chocolates 4 months 70% of daily

ration

Moustgaard et al.

(2004)

Conditional go/no-go

task

Learning ability 14 M/F(c) M&M chocolates 5–5.5 months 70% of daily

ration

Moustgaard et al.

(2005)

Food covering Discrimination learning

(non-visual)

20–25 F Milk replacer 1–12 days Unknown Friess et al. (2007)

Glass barrier task Problem-solving skills 20–25 F Milk replacer 1–12 days Unknown Friess et al. (2007)

Aversion learning

Avoidance conditioning Learning ability 84 B/F Unknown 40/80/

150 days

Unknown Kratzer (1969)

Avoidance conditioning Learning ability 50 M/B/F Light 3–6 months Unknown Chaput et al. (1973)

Avoidance conditioning Excitement and

emotionality

120 Unknown Inapplicable 21 days Unknown Hammel et al. (1975)
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Table 1 continued

Task Tested cognitive

ability/abilities

N Sex Reinforcer Age

(or weight)

Food restriction

schedule

Author

Avoidance conditioning Learning ability/Ability

of response inhibition

18 M Inapplicable 3 weeks Low calorie/low

protein/ad. lib.

Barnes et al. (1969)

Preference test Time perception and

anticipation of future

events

12 F(p) Commercial

pellets

8 months Restricted

(unknown %)

Spinka et al. (1998)

Spatial learning and memory tasks

Alley mazes

Three-choice point water

maze

Spatial learning and

memory

120 Unknown Unknown 45 days Unknown Hammel et al. (1975)

Adjusted Hebb–Williams

maze

Learning ability and

(long-term) memory

48 B/F Commercial

pellets

11/20 weeks Abstention 12 h

pre-testing

Jong et al. (2000)

Spatial maze Spatial learning and

memory

27 B/F Sow and litter 5 days Ad libitum Siegford et al. (2008)

Modified Morris water

maze

Spatial learning and

memory

27 B/F A dry location

(platform)

14 days Ad libitum Siegford et al. (2008)

Free-choice mazes

Foraging arena Spatial learning and

memory

8 M Unknown 48.06 ± 1.72 kg 80% of daily ration Mendl et al. (1997)

Eight-arm radial maze Spatial learning and

memory

10 M Sow rolls 30–35 kg 70% of daily ration Laughlin et al. (1999)

Multi-room maze Learning abilities 27 F Apple 3–4 months Unknown Hagl et al. (2005)

Eight-arm radial maze Spatial learning and

memory

20 M Sow rolls 30–35 kg 75% of daily ration Laughlin and Mendl

(2000)

Eight-arm radial maze Spatial learning and

memory

16 M Sow rolls 10–12 weeks 80% of daily ration Laughlin and Mendl

(2004)

Spatial arena Spatial learning 84 M/F Unknown 15–17 weeks Ad libitum Sneddon et al. (2009)

Cognitive holeboard Spatial learning and

memory

20 F Chocolate

raisin

13 weeks Restricted

(unknown %)

Arts et al. (2009)

Restricted retrieval choice

test

Spatial discrimination

and memory

9 F Sow rolls 28.8 kg ± 2.42 80% of daily ration Held et al. (2005)

T-Maze (delayed non-

match to sample task)

Spatial learning and

memory

8 B Mini-pellets in

water

12–14 months 70% of daily ration Nielsen et al. (2009)

Recognition tasks

Object recognition

Spontaneous object

recognition

Object recognition

memory

8 M – 13 months Restricted

(unknown %)

Moustgaard et al.

(2002)

Spontaneous object

recognition

Object recognition

memory

16 M – 12–14 months Fed 2x daily Kornum et al. (2007)

Spontaneous object

recognition

Object recognition

memory

64 B/F – 27 days Unknown Gifford (2005)

(Modified) spontaneous

object recognition

Object recognition

memory

36 B/F – 35 days Ad libitum Gifford et al. (2007)

Social recognition

Social recognition based

on olfactory cues

Social discrimination/

recognition learning

2 Unknown Commercial

pellets

6–9 months Unknown Meese et al. (1975)

Y-maze Social discrimination/

recognition learning

32 M – 6–7 weeks Ad libitum Kristensen et al. (2001)

Habituation–

dishabituation procedure

Social discrimination 22 F – 10 weeks Ad libitum Mendl et al. (2002)

Y-maze Social discrimination/

recognition learning

12 F Raisins 6 weeks Ad libitum McLeman et al. (2005)
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Awareness

Animals’ awareness or the ability to perceive, feel, or be

conscious of events or objects can be studied by investi-

gating their use of tools. Such studies usually involve pri-

mates and corvids, which are physically equipped to use

tools with their paws or beak, whereas pigs are not capable

of doing this. However, mirrors, and the information

obtained from them, were recently used to demonstrate

awareness in pigs (Broom et al. 2009).

Classical conditioning tasks

Appetitively motivated tasks

In a small-scale study with two pigs, Moore and Marcuse

(1945) examined 4 types of conditioning, including clas-

sical conditioning. They attempted to establish a ‘condi-

tioned salivary response’ in an experimental setting similar

to that used by Pavlov. Pigs equipped with a parotid fistula

were trained to tolerate restraint on a platform. A tone (the

conditioned stimulus, CS) was presented, immediately

followed by food (the unconditioned stimulus, US). Both

pigs established a stable, but not equally large, conditioned

salivary response. In addition, the response was more

profound in a laboratory setting than during feeding in the

home pen, which is a less-controlled environment. Feeding

time was signaled about 5 min in advance and elicited a

conditioned salivary response in 100 and 75% of the trials

in the laboratory, but only in 67 and 6.7% of the trials

performed in the home pen.

Aversively motivated tasks

Noble and Adams (1963) examined the effect of interval

length between a CS and an US on classical conditioning

performance using Duroc pigs in two different experi-

ments. In the first experiment, the CS–US interval ranged

between 0.5 and 2 s, the CS was an increase in illumina-

tion, and the US was an electric shock to a hind leg. In the

second experiment, the CS was a combination of an

increase in illumination and a vibratory–auditory cue from

a buzzer strapped to the neck behind the subjects’ ear, the

CS–US interval was 1, 2, 4, and 8 s), and the US was as in

the first experiment. The conditioned response (CR) of the

animals after several trials was described as a ‘bracing’

posture. The CR was found to be more pronounced with

increasing CS–US interval. This might partly be caused by

the increased opportunity to respond to the prospective US.

These experiments support the notion that pigs can be

classically conditioned using an aversive or appetitive US.

However, it has not been proven that the length of the CS–

US interval is the sole determinant of the presence and

intensity of the CR. Probably because classical condition-

ing experiments are of limited interest to cognitive

researchers, these relatively sensitive and automated

experiments have not been followed up.

Operant conditioning tasks

Most operant conditioning studies have been performed

using either positive (appetitive) or negative (aversive)

reinforcers. Yerkes and Coburn (1915) decided to make use

Table 1 continued

Task Tested cognitive

ability/abilities

N Sex Reinforcer Age

(or weight)

Food restriction

schedule

Author

Social recognition test Social discrimination/

recognition learning

120–132 M/F – 11–13 days Ad libitum De Souza et al. (2006)

Y-maze Social discrimination 12 F Raisins Juvenile Removed between

8am–12 pm and

13 pm–17 pm

McLeman et al. (2008)

Observational learning

‘Informed forager’

paradigm

Exploitation of

knowledge of others

16 F Unknown [29.87 kg 70% of daily ration Held et al. (2000)

Adapted Guesser–Knower

experiment

Exploitation of

knowledge of others

18 F Commercial

pellets

Juvenile 70% of daily ration Held et al. (2001)

Awareness

Mirror Test Object/information

use

19 M/F Food 4–8 weeks Ad libitum Broom et al. (2009)

Task Name of the experiment performed. Tested cognitive ability/abilities Type of cognition measured during the experiment. N Amount of animals

applied during the experiment. Sex: F female/sow, M male/intact boar, B castrated male/barrow. Reinforcer Type of reinforcement applied. Age Age of

animals at the beginning of the experiment, or if unknown, weight of animal at the beginning of the experiment. Food restriction schedule If applied, type

of restriction schedule. Author Researcher(s) performing the experiment
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of both variants in an operant conditioning experiment with

two Chester White pigs. The apparatus, situated in a

meadow, consisted of 9 similar boxes and food troughs.

The experimenters presented 4 different ‘problems’ to the

pigs. The correct operant response required to receive a

food reward was to choose the correct entry door out of

several opened boxes. A wrong entry was punished with

1 min of confinement in the box. Entry into the correct box

led to a filled food trough. The pigs acquired the task, but

when one ‘problem’ was replaced by another problem, the

second problem was solved more slowly, probably caused

by proactive interference. Yerkes and Coburn commented

that this research was a clever way to gain information

about the ability of pigs to adjust themselves to fairly

simple, but novel, situations (this is what they named

ideational problem solving). It was several decades after

this seminal study that learning experiments with pigs were

repeated using an operant conditioning setting.

Appetitive learning

In the 1960s and 1970s, Baldwin et al. studied the pig

extensively in several operant conditioning experiments. In

1973, they trained, within an hour, pigs that were loosely

restrained in a metal stand to press levers with their snout

for a food reward. The authors suggested that the pigs

acquired the task so rapidly because the experimental

environment was not new to them: the pigs had previously

been trained in a thermal reinforcement experiment

(Baldwin and Stephens 1973).

Food-rewarded panel switching was used by Kennedy

and Baldwin (1972) to study taste preferences in pigs.

Differing amounts of nutritive and non-nutritive sweeteners

were added to water, and a progressive ratio (PR) schedule

of reinforcement (i.e., the number of responses needed to

earn a reward increased during the course of the study) was

applied for each sweetener separately. It was found that

pigs were willing to work to very high break points (the

point at which they were no longer willing to work for the

reward) to obtain sucrose and glucose, and to high break

points for saccharin (Kennedy and Baldwin 1972). This is

one of the studies (see ‘Sensory capacities’) confirming

that pigs like sweet tastes. Sneddon et al. (2000) applied a

reinforcement schedule with fixed ratio 2 and 3 (i.e., every

second or third lever press was rewarded) during a lever-

press experiment. Boars and gilts were housed in barren or

enriched environments. No gender differences were found,

but in general animals from an enriched housing environ-

ment acquired this task more rapidly.

Recently, Ferguson et al. (2009) exposed 6 female

Yucatan minipigs to a food reinforced lever-pressing

experiment. They applied a progressive ratio reinforcement

(PR) schedule (PR1 ? 2, i.e. in each successive trial, 2

more lever presses were needed to gain the reward than in

the previous trial). The response rates of these prepubertal

minipigs ranged between 0.48 and 1.99 lever presses per

second. This means that, on this task, pigs have higher

response rates than rats (which show lower response rates)

but lower response rates than non-human primates (which

show higher response rates). Ferguson reused the minipigs

in a ‘temporal response differentiation training’ task, in

which a reward was given when the lever was held down

for a minimum of 10 and maximum of 14 s. Acquisition of

this task was poor, but the researchers presumed that this

was more likely the result of the apparatus and the physical

response of the minipig (hooves easily slipped off of the

lever) than the difficulty of the task itself. The last operant

test used, involving 3 of the 6 minipigs from previous

experiments, was ‘incremental repeated acquisition’, a

progressive task in which in every trial several levers have

to be pressed in a different order. Again, acquisition of this

task was relatively poor, but the study lasted only for a

short time and food deprivation was not applied. The

design of these experiments was not optimal because the

number of pigs was limited, training could not be contin-

ued long enough, and the apparatus was not adapted to

pigs. Still, these studies support the notion that automated

conditioning equipment can be used to present tasks of

varying difficulty, which means that it is possible to

compare the performance of rodents and pigs.

Apart from Skinner box-like operant lever-pressing

experiments, various other positively reinforced operant

conditioning tasks have been used. In a study investigating

early development and later learning, Lien and Klopfer

(1978) trained pigs in a discrimination reversal test. Piglets

that showed a very strong preference for a particular teat

(termed ‘stereotyped suckling’ by Lien and Klopfer) were

compared with piglets that varied their suckling position. In

an operant test comparing these 2 groups, hog pellets could

be obtained by responding to the correct response panel on

the stimulus apparatus lowered into the pen (presented

together with a light cue). The apparatus was retracted after

the pigs made a response. The automatic feeder was placed in

another corner of the room. When the piglets had reached a

preset learning criterion, they were trained on reversal of this

problem (i.e., instead of responding on the side where the

stimuli appeared, responding at the opposite side was

rewarded). While there were minimal differences in task

acquisition between the 2 groups of piglets, reversal learning

appeared to be more difficult for piglets that showed strong

teat preferences before weaning. Although ‘teat order’ is

generally considered to be stable in piglets (i.e., Fraser and

Thompson 1991), rendering the term ‘stereotyped suckling’

somewhat unsuitable, Lien & Klopfer showed that these

learning experiments can be useful to investigate behavioral

problems that are related to early development.
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In 2004, Bolhuis et al. studied reversal learning in a

T-maze, using pigs from 8 litters (housed in barren or

enriched environments). These animals were first tested

twice in a back-test (restraining a piglet for 60 s on its

back) and classified as high- or low-responding according

to the number of escape attempts. During training, one arm

of the T-maze contained bait, but during 6 consecutive

trials this arm did not contain bait, or an intramaze change

was applied (placing of a novel object in the baited arm).

During training trials, no housing, back-test classification,

or sex differences were found. However, the reversal trials

revealed low-responding piglets to perform better (i.e., they

entered the new baited arm more often) than high-

responding piglets. When an intra-maze change was

applied, an interaction between housing and back-test

classification was found: high responders from a barren

environment spent more time investigating the novel object

than low-responders from the same environment. However,

low-responders from an enriched environment were found

to be more distracted than the enriched housed high

responders. Thus, although pigs learn this type of T-maze

discrimination learning task relatively rapidly (i.e., the task

is relatively simple), differences between groups of pigs

can be detected by increasing the difficulty of the task, by

introducing a reversal. Interestingly, coping style seemed

to be related to performance.

Tanida et al. (1991) investigated whether pigs are able to

discriminate between green, blue, and red, using a T-maze.

Two female weanling pigs were trained to discriminate

pairwise between the 3 colors. Additionally, 2 other wean-

lings were trained to discriminate pairwise between gray and

1 of the 3 colors (all colors had the same luminosity). All

animals were able to discriminate between blue and all other

colors, but not between green and red and green or red versus

gray (Tanida et al. 1991). More about visual performance

studies can be read in ‘Sensory capacities’.

In an operant conditioning task, Tanida and Nagano

(1998) trained pigs to discriminate between a familiar and

an unknown handler in a Y-maze. Animals had to respond

to the familiar handler by entering the arm of the maze in

which that person was present. A correct choice was

rewarded with chocolate raisins. To find out pigs’ respon-

ses to changes in visual, auditory, and olfactory cues, hints

were changed one at a time (i.e., no calling of the pig or

wearing the same perfume anymore). This study demon-

strated that pigs are able to discriminate between humans.

Visual and auditory cues seemed to be more important than

olfactory cues, but the variation in individual performance

was large. In 1999, the handler discrimination experiment

was repeated by Koba and Tanida, but this time visual cues

seemed to be the most discriminative factor: when all

handlers wore the same color clothes, only a few pigs were

able to make the correct choice (Koba and Tanida 1999).

To gain insight into human-avoidance behavior,

Hemsworth et al. (1996) studied pigs’ associative learning

capacities in a human approach test. Three groups of sows

received different types of treatment given by humans (e.g.,

a boar was introduced daily to the sow by a handler, or

‘back pressure treatment’ was applied daily by a handler,

or the sow was minimally treated by a handler) during 2

estrus periods with or without the presence of food before

being exposed to the test. During testing, all behaviors

directed toward the human were scored. Hand-fed pigs

were found to be less fearful, taking a shorter time to

approach the experimenter.

The above experiments revealed that pigs can distin-

guish between familiar and unfamiliar persons. This

knowledge could be used to improve animal welfare.

However, because these experiments investigated not only

on the pig’s memory, but also its sensory capacities such as

sight, smell, and hearing, although not distinct from each

other, future studies should try to separate the different

sensory cues from each other.

Croney et al. (2003) applied relatively simple operant

discrimination learning tests in pigs. Four minipig boars

were trained to discriminate between colors (orange or

green) or olfactory stimuli (coconut or almond) to earn a

food reward. An experimenter used a clicker directly after

a correct choice was made, and the pig approached the

experimenter to obtain its reward. Pigs could discriminate

between cues, and when the task presented multiple choi-

ces simultaneously (2-10 smells or colors), pigs were still

able to respond to the correct stimulus. Croney et al. sug-

gested that the animals might have formed a general

learning set that transferred across tests with varying

amounts of simultaneous choices. What remains unknown

from this experiment is the number of sessions (10 trials/

session) needed to reach criterion of learning for each new

phase in which one stimulus was added. This omission

makes it hard to interpret how easily pigs learn to dis-

criminate between 2 or more visual or olfactory stimuli.

Using a non-spatial version of the radial-arm maze,

Wang et al. (2007) studied 2 learning tests (‘easy’ and

‘difficult’) in succession. A visual cue (1 versus 3 black

dots in the easy and 2 versus 3 black dots in the difficult

task) was used, and the arm marked with 3 black dots hid

accessible milk replacer. In both tests, 40 trials were given

divided over 5 and 6 days, respectively. Memory was

tested 2 days after completion of a set of trials, by pre-

senting the same task again in one trial. Pigs were able to

acquire both the easy and the difficult tasks, but criterion

level was reached in fewer trials during the ‘difficult’ task,

suggesting that previous acquisition of an ‘easy’ task

facilitates the acquisition of a subsequent harder task. Pigs

supplemented with sialic acid (possibly a conditional

nutrient during rapid brain growth) acquired both tasks in
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fewer trials; however, it cannot be ruled out other domains,

such as motivation, were affected. Memory was also pos-

itively influenced by sialic acid (2 days after completion of

a set of learning trials, a single memory test of one trial

only was performed), with the sialic acid-supplemented

animals having higher scores than the controls. These

results show that this visual discrimination task could be

used to study the effects of putative cognition enhancers.

Moustgaard et al. (2004) trained Göttingen minipigs on

black–white (visual) and right–left (spatial) discrimination

by teaching them to put their nose in a response hole for a

food reward. After acquisition of the discrimination task, it

was investigated whether the pigs paid attention to partic-

ular stimulus dimensions by applying an extra-dimensional

shift procedure (changing the stimulus dimension from

visual to spatial or the other way around). Stimulus

dimensions were not found to be important and nor was the

pig’s sex, with boars and sows reaching the same level of

performance. More recently (2005), Moustgaard et al.

trained minipigs in a right–left discrimination task fol-

lowed by a go/no-go task. To acquire the left–right dis-

crimination task, animals were trained to respond in the left

hole when both holes turned black and to respond in the

right hole when both holes turned white. During the go/no-

go task, pigs were rewarded with food if they responded

when both holes turned blue and were mildly ‘punished’

(20 s of darkness) if they responded when both holes

turned red. All pigs reached the criterion of [90% correct

choices per session for the right–left discrimination task

and nearly all reached this level for the go/no-go task.

Moustgaard et al. provided information about the time

needed to train pigs in their visual and spatial discrimina-

tion tasks, information that unfortunately is missing in

many other studies. Two out of 16 minipigs were not able

to reach criterion of learning during the 1st step of the

shaping phase (putting the snout in a response hole), and

2–15 sessions of 40 trials each were needed for the next

step of the shaping phase. Criterion during the last step of

the shaping phase was reached in 2–11 sessions. During the

actual discrimination experiment, it took the animals 1–20

sessions of 20 trials each to learn the discrimination or

reversal. This schedule for extensive training and pre-

training shows that discrimination experiments with pigs

can be very time-consuming. Moreover, the behavior

needed to perform this task might not be part of the pig’s

natural behavioral repertoire, which may mean that the pig

cannot ‘learn’ the task or that it becomes demotivated.

Recently, Friess et al. (2007) examined the principle of

operant learning in a ‘food cover task’. Female piglets were

trained to remove a plastic cover from a food dish to gain

access to the hidden food within 20 s. In a ‘glass barrier

task’, piglets were trained to move around a transparent

barrier in order to gain access to the food. These tests were

part of a test battery used to obtain information about

discrimination learning abilities after mild or moderate

brain injury, which was induced by rapid axial head rota-

tion. Both the brain-injured piglets and the control piglets

performed the tasks at the same speed. Unlike other tests of

the test battery (i.e., neurobehavioral tests such as beam

walking), these learning and memory tests apparently fail

to detect (subtle) deficits.

Aversive learning

During the late 1960s, Kratzer (1969) studied shock-

motivated avoidance learning in Duroc and Hampshire

pigs, using a shuttle box. The shock was delivered via a

girth around the chest if the pig did not cross a wooden

barrier when an avoidance signal (buzzer) had sounded.

Tests were performed with pigs up to 160 days of age.

Younger, approximately 20-day-old, pigs showed better

avoidance learning (crossing the barrier) than older pigs,

and heavier pigs were better learners than lighter pigs of

the same age. Kratzer hypothesized that weight might be

positively correlated with factors that increase learning

performance, such as physiological maturity and general

health. Results also clearly showed breed differences in

learning, with Duroc pigs achieving higher levels of

avoidance learning than Hampshire pigs, regardless of age.

Because birth weight differences between low and normal

birth weight piglets are known to be lasting (Rehfeldt and

Kuhn 2006), one could speculate that birth weight is cor-

related with learning performance.

Chaput et al. (1973) trained 3- to 6-month-old pigs in a

one-way shock-motivated avoidance shuttle box task in

which a telephone buzzer was used as auditory CS. After

the buzzer went off, pigs could avoid a subtetanizing shock

by moving from a darkened to an illuminated chamber. If

the pig did not cross into the illuminated chamber before

the US, they were given an electric shock (max. duration

93.9 s). The average level of shock avoidance was very

high. In their comparison of shuttle box learning and water

maze learning (an aversively motivated spatial discrimi-

nation task), Hammell et al. (1975) found that the perfor-

mance of pigs on the 2 tasks was uncorrelated and

concluded that these 2 tasks tap different behavioral

domains (e.g., motivation, sensory requirements).

Barnes et al. (1969) exposed pigs to a conditioned

avoidance procedure in a large quadrangular arena with

several hurdles. Shocks could be avoided by jumping a

hurdle when a CS was presented (clicking signals). After 3

training sessions, an extinction session was run (i.e., the CS

was no longer followed by a shock). Pigs that were mal-

nourished early in life displayed higher levels of excite-

ment (ethogram to score excitement was not described) in

the extinction sessions and were unable to inhibit responses
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when the CS was presented. This operant task shows how

the influence of specific (negative) early life conditions can

be studied in an aversively motivated operant learning task.

Time perception and anticipation of future events were

measured by Spinka et al. (1998) in a preference test.

Pregnant sows were trained to enter 1 of 2 rooms, each

containing several feeding crates. The rooms could be

reached by turning left or right from a corridor. After the

sow entered a crate, it received food and the crate closed

automatically. The crate opened automatically again after

30 min (left room) or 240 min (right room). After a

training period (i.e., in which sows were only allowed to

enter one of the rooms), most sows entered the left room

with the short confinement crate, which suggests that pigs

can perceive time.

Spatial learning

Alley mazes The aversively motivated three-choice point

water maze (a rectangle tub in which pigs have to swim

from one side to the other with three left–right choice

points in-between) is an example of a spatial learning task

in an ‘alley’ type maze. Using this water maze, Hammell

et al. (1975) found that pigs (n = 120) could readily learn

alternating (exit not visible, pig swims around barriers) but

not non-alternating (exit visible straight ahead, pig swims

through openings in barriers) swimming patterns. de Jong

et al. (2000) studied learning and long-term memory in a

dry maze with different configurations, based on the Hebb–

Williams maze. Piglets acquired the task at the age of

11 weeks, and retention was tested 9 weeks later. The goal

of this study was to investigate whether housing in barren

or enriched environments affected learning and memory.

Piglets from both groups learned the maze configurations

quickly, but the piglets raised in a barren environment

made significantly more line crossings and had a longer

latency to reach the food when the previously learned maze

configuration was repeated in the retention test. De Jong

et al. concluded that piglets raised in a barren environment

had an impaired long-term memory compared with piglets

housed in an enriched environment. The authors showed

that it is possible to study postnatal influences on memory

in a relatively simple maze test.

A more recent maze test designed by Siegford et al.

(2008) was used to assess the effects of maze training on

weaning stress in 5-day-old piglets. The maze used can be

classified as an ‘alley’ maze, but increasingly complex

variants were used. Here, instead of food, the reward was

being returned to the home pen with the sow and litter-

mates. Each piglet was randomly assigned to 1 of 3 dif-

ferent groups (‘maze task’, ‘short isolation control’, and

‘control with sow’). Piglets that were maze trained, i.e.

were exposed to cognitive challenges, showed a decreased

fear of unfamiliar persons after weaning compared with

control piglets housed under the same conditions. The

authors also investigated whether early cognitive experi-

ences influence learning ability. This was tested in a ‘water

maze spatial memory task’ (38–39�C heated pool with a

diameter of 3.6 m) similar to the Morris Water Maze

(Morris 1984). The outcomes of the male piglets previously

trained in the first maze were notable: they escaped onto

the platform faster than did piglets that were previously

exposed to short-lasting social isolation. However, no dif-

ferences were found between ‘control’ and ‘maze-tested’

animals, and therefore these results cannot be indisputably

ascribed to the prior cognitive experience of the piglets.

More research is needed to show whether cognitive

enrichment at a very young age influences cognitive per-

formance later in life.

Free-choice mazes Most spatial learning and memory

studies in pigs have used ‘free-choice mazes’. For example,

Mendl et al. (1997) used a foraging arena to study spatial

memory and its susceptibility to disruption by environ-

mental stimuli. Ten identical food troughs placed against

the walls of the arena were covered by panels and could not

be seen by the pigs. In this repeated acquisition paradigm,

one trough was baited, and pigs were allowed to search for

it during a sample trial. During choice trials (i.e., relocation

visits), pigs found their food in fewer visits than expected

by chance, but disturbances during the inter-trial interval

(e.g., isolation in a novel environment) resulted in more

errors made during choice trials. This indicates that pigs

isolated in a novel environment are susceptible to mild

disruptions of spatial memory. This task seems to be suit-

able to measure the influence on spatial memory of dis-

turbances during inter-trial intervals. A possible element of

the task that might need some consideration is the number

of food troughs. Yerkes and Coburn (1915) applied a

similar task using 9 parallel entry doors. Their results

showed that pigs have difficulties discriminating between

doors. They performed best on the left, right, and middle

doors, but had difficulties with discriminating or remem-

bering the in-between doors. This might also be true for the

radial-arm maze experiment performed by Laughlin et al.

(1999). During the first experiment, the authors baited 4 out

of 8 arms, and pigs were allowed to locate and eat the food

freely. Spatial memory was tested after a retention interval

(10 min) with or without a disturbance factor (e.g.,

weighing in a crate). Pigs that were weighed took longer to

find the food reward, showing that environmental stimuli

can disrupt memory, in this case for baited food sites

(Laughlin et al. 1999).

Recently, efforts have been made to develop learning

and memory tasks for pigs in which several factors can be

controlled and measured experimentally, comparable to
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what is currently standard practice for other species. For

example, Hagl et al. (2005) designed a multi-room maze to

study possible subtle learning impairments in pigs that

suffered from induced hypothermic circulatory arrest

(HCA). Six out of 8 rooms in the maze were baited with

apple. During each trial, an animal was only allowed to

visit one of the rooms (other doors closed directly after

entry of this one room). Between trials, the animals waited

in a holding area for 30 s. Scores (i.e., decrease in the

number of entries of unbaited chambers) improved over a

12-day period. A daily training session ended when all

baited chambers had been visited or after 20 trials,

whichever event occurred first. For the second problem

(again 12 days), only the left 4 or the right 4 chambers

were baited. Every day, during the second half of the trials,

the baited rooms switched sides. This second problem was

designed to increase the level of difficulty, to detect subtle

differences in learning and memory. Learning and memory

were similar in HCA animals and healthy subjects in the

first task, but the performance of the HCA animals was

impaired in the second task. The outcomes of this study

clearly underline the importance of considering the sensi-

tivity of a test design—too simple designs might yield

false-negative results.

Laughlin and Mendl (2000) studied win-shift/win-stay

strategies in pigs in a radial-arm maze. Four arms were

baited, and these arms were rebaited for pigs assigned to

the ‘stay’ strategy during the recall trial. The reward for the

‘shift’ pigs could be found in the 4 previously unbaited

arms. The results showed that pigs are capable of using

both a win-shift and a win-stay strategy, but that the task is

performed faster and with a higher degree of accuracy after

training in the win-shift task. When the costs to obtain food

in the baited arm in the radial-arm maze were increased

(i.e., more effort needed to reach the reinforcer, by placing

a rope in the way) during the sampling trial in the win-stay

task, the number of errors made during choice trials sig-

nificantly decreased, possibly because pigs paid more

attention to the baited arm.

Sneddon et al. (2000) tested pigs reared in barren and

enriched environments in a spatial foraging arena. This

arena was divided into 12 squares, with 7 of these squares

fitted with food bowls. Only one bowl contained a food

reward. The piglets (both sexes) raised in the enriched

environment found the baited bowl significantly faster than

the piglets raised in the barren environment. This is one of

several experiments showing that an enriched rearing

environment improves learning and memory.

In a spatial holeboard discrimination task, Arts et al.

(2009) showed that mild mixing stress did not influence

pigs’ performance. Mixing stress was induced by housing a

pig in a new pen together with an unfamiliar individual

1–4 h before trials 1, 5, and 8 (13 trials in total). The test

arena in which 16 buckets were symmetrically placed,

measured 8 9 7.6 m. One entry door allowed access to the

arena. After a training period, testing (consisting of 3 test

phases with a total of 25, 13 and 13 trials, respectively)

started. Each pig (n = 20, Finish Landrace x York F1)

received its own configuration of 4 baited (chocolate cov-

ered raisins) holes. The configuration for each individual

changed per test phase. Without food deprivation, pigs

rapidly learned to search and collect baits and thus acquired

the tasks. Performance (WM and RM) improved over test

phases, and it was concluded that the animals ‘learned to

learn’.

A somewhat different but comparable task used by Held

et al. (2005) showed the relevance of utilizing spatial tasks

when investigating pigs’ abilities to discriminate between

food of different value. In a restricted retrieval choice test,

Held et al. (2005) investigated whether domestic pigs could

remember baited areas and differences in the amount and

quality of the baits. In this version of a spatial memory

task, 2 out of 8 possible food sites contained bait. The

amount of food (8 versus 3 sow roll pieces) together with

the addition of an obstacle (a brick) determined the relative

value of each baited location. After a training period, pigs

were only allowed to visit one of the food sites. The out-

comes suggest that juvenile female pigs can discriminate

between food sites of different value and overall choose for

the site with the largest bait.

Recently, Nielsen et al. (2009) trained pigs in a rein-

forced T-maze alternation task to find a reward in one arm

during the first trial and in the opposite arm in the second

trial. The number of correct choices during several trials is

a measure of spatial short-term memory. Pigs were able to

perform this task with delay intervals of 60, 300, and 900 s.

When treated with scopolamine (an anti-cholinergic drug

that causes memory dysfunction; 0.40 mg/kg intramuscu-

larly), the number of errors increased for all time intervals,

and the speed of task performance decreased. By admin-

istering scopolamine after untreated animals had performed

the task, Nielsen et al. clearly showed that this task mea-

sures memory performance, and their findings can be seen

as a step forward in the validation of such tasks.

Recognition tasks

Tests that assess the recognition abilities of pigs can be

subdivided into the recognition of objects, conspecifics

(social recognition), and humans.

Object recognition

Moustgaard et al. (2002) demonstrated that Göttingen

minipig boars are able to acquire the object recognition test

(ORT). Non-castrated boars were tested because they were
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expected to be more explorative than sows. Pigs were first

habituated to a test arena, and then to an arena containing 2

identical objects. One hour later, after one of these objects

had been replaced by a non-familiar object, the pigs

entered the arena. The boars investigated the novel object,

but there was substantial variation in how long they

investigated it. It was concluded that memory for objects

lasted at least 1 h. Kornum et al. (2007) found that pigs

could discriminate between familiar and novel objects, as

evidenced by a longer time spent investigating a novel

object during the ORT, but only when the retention interval

was shorter than 1 h. The authors tested twelve different

sets of objects and found that the time spent investigating

the various objects was different, possibly due to differ-

ences in object preference.

In contrast, Gifford et al. reported that pigs failed to

display novelty preference at any delay interval in the

ORT, possibly due to the length of the exposure phase and

the location where pigs were exposed to the familiar object.

Unlike tests with human infants and rodents, pigs were

exposed to the object in their home cage with littermates,

instead of being alone. Gifford also suggested the possi-

bility that these results were due to the lack of preference

for an unfamiliar over a familiar object, even though the

animal recognized the familiar object (Gifford 2005;

Gifford et al. 2007). The few object recognition studies

involving pigs published to date have yielded contradictory

results opposite to those reported in rodent studies (which

show that the animals have a stable preference for inves-

tigating a novel object (Ennaceur and Delacour 1988).

Consequently, it still remains to be demonstrated that the

ORT is useful to test object recognition memory in pigs.

Recognition of conspecifics

Meese et al. (1975) found that pigs could distinguish

between urine samples from conspecifics. In the experi-

mental set-up, gilts had to respond, by means of panel

switching, to the correct odor stimulus in order to gain a

food reward. Mendl et al. (2002) presented urine samples

of unfamiliar conspecifics to 22 female Large White

Landrace pigs to investigate whether they could discrimi-

nate between urinary odors of animals of similar age. In

order to study this, a habituation–dishabituation procedure

was applied in a control and a discrimination group. An

animal was presented with a fresh urine sample from

another animal for 2 min, followed by an interexposure

interval of 15 min. After this interval, the sample was

presented again for 2 min. After another 15-min interval,

the sample was presented again for 2 min. The duration of

urine sample investigation was recorded. Shorter durations

(habituation) were expected when a sample from the same

pig was presented a second time and longer durations

(dishabituation) were expected when a urine sample from a

different pig was presented. The discrimination group was

presented with 2 different samples from one individual and

one sample from a different individual. In this experiment,

which is based on investigatory behavior, Mendl et al.

(2002) showed that 10-week-old gilts are able to discrim-

inate between urine samples from conspecifics. The

habituation–dishabituation procedure was successful in

showing stimulus discrimination in pigs, although explo-

ration time appeared to be the only useful measure (Mendl

et al. 2002).

The ability of pigs to recognize familiar conspecifics

was studied by Kristensen et al. (2001). Using a Y-maze

with a familiar and an unfamiliar stimulus pig behind doors

that allowed tactile, visual, and olfactory contact or

olfactory contact only, the authors found that juvenile

animals responded well to (familiar) social cues and con-

cluded that pigs are able to discriminate between familiar

and unfamiliar conspecifics. The variables studied were

time spent in zones in close proximity to one of the con-

specifics and the number of entries to those zones. This

study suggests that pigs are more motivated to visit sites

containing several social cues (i.e., tactile, olfactory, and

visual) rather than only one such clue (olfactory). In 2005,

McLeman et al. confirmed the finding that juvenile pigs

could successfully discriminate between familiar litter-

mates and unfamiliar individuals in a Y-maze. Pigs spent

more time in close physical proximity to the familiar pig

compared with the unfamiliar pig. De Souza (2006) also

found that neonatal piglets had good short- and long-term

social recognition performance and that social memory was

not influenced by minor changes to the environment

(relocation of sow and litter in a new pen).

The above-described studies all showed that pigs prefer

staying in close proximity to familiar conspecifics if given

the choice and thus confirm that pigs are able to discrim-

inate between conspecifics. This basic knowledge about the

species could be used when designing tasks to provide

greater insight into social recognition in pigs (e.g., number

of conspecifics recognized, long- and short-term social

memory).

McLeman et al. continued their conspecific-discrimina-

tion studies using 12 Landrace X Large White X Duroc

pigs. They used a Y-maze to show that pigs are able to

discriminate between individual group members, using

either bimodal or unimodal cues. The end of each arm of

the Y-maze contained a rewarded and unrewarded stimulus

pig. In this closed maze controlled for olfactory, visual, and

auditory cues, pigs first had to learn a bimodal task. Ani-

mals were trained to discriminate between a pair of

familiar, but unrelated littermates by using 2 of 3 sensory

modalities (audition, olfaction, and vision). After the pig

reached the learning criterion (3 consecutive sessions 8/10
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correct choices), it was transferred to a unimodal task in

which discrimination was based on only 1 of the 3

modalities. Daily sessions of 10 consecutive trials were

given, and approaching the correct stimulus pig was

rewarded with raisins. Although 4 animals did not reach the

learning criterion in the bimodal test and 2 of the 8 animals

successful in the bimodal test did not reach the criterion in

the unimodal test, McLeman et al. showed that pigs are

able to discriminate between related group members when

only 1 or 2 sensory modalities are available. The closed

and controlled environment of this Y-maze provides

opportunities for further studies on social discrimination

and mental representations without using invasive tech-

niques (McLeman et al. 2008).

Observational learning

Observational learning-like studies have investigated

socially cued behavior in pigs. However, results do not

provide clear evidence that pigs are able to imitate a con-

specifics’ behavior or exploit its knowledge. Baldwin and

Meese (1979) observed the social behavior of 2 or 3

individuals at a time in a lever-press room. These indi-

viduals could be familiar or unfamiliar, trained to press the

lever, or untrained. The authors reported that subordinate

pigs pressed the lever at a low frequency and that obser-

vational learning did not occur. Dominant pigs were found

to do most of the lever pressing, but lever-press frequency

declined in all pigs with increasing test duration, possibly

because of satiation effects (Baldwin and Meese 1979).

However, it can be questioned whether observational

learning can be properly investigated in this experimental

set-up. Even though a pig might have learned from its

conspecifics how to earn rewards, its hierarchical position

within the group might prevent it from pressing the lever.

Held et al. (2000) studied this phenomenon using the

‘informed forager’ paradigm. In a spatial arena (see spatial

memory), food was hidden in 1 of 8 buckets. A pig that had

been trained to find the food entered the arena together with

a heavier and non-trained pig. The results appeared to show

that the non-trained pig followed the example of the trained

pig rather than randomly investigating the buckets. Held

described this behavior as the ‘exploitation of knowledge

of an individual by another pig’. Held et al. investigated

observational learning further in 2001, testing the hypoth-

esis that pigs can discriminate between companions who

can see where food is hidden and companions who cannot.

Results provided weak evidence for the notion that pigs

have visual perspective taking abilities, i.e., the ability to

appreciate what others can or cannot see (Held et al.

2001a). Because little is known about this type of cognitive

ability in pigs and the tests used did not provide unam-

biguous evidence, further research is needed.

Awareness

Very recently, Broom et al. (2009) assessed the ability of

4–6-week-old pigs to use information acquired with a

mirror to locate a reward in a food bowl. Pairs of pigs from

one group (n = 8) were placed in a pen with a mirror for

5 h and a pair of pigs from the control group (n = 11) were

placed in a standard pen. Thereafter, a ‘mirror test’ was

performed. Each piglet was individually released in a room

with a mirror. A barrier, placed against the mirror at an

angle of 90�, divided the first two-thirds of the room. The

piglet entered the room at the back on the right side. From

there, it was able to see a food bowl in the mirror, placed

on the other, not directly visible, side of the barrier. Piglets

were allowed to walk around the barrier and the mirror.

Nine of eleven control pigs first approached the mirror and

then walked behind it; however, 7 of 8 piglets with mirror

experience looked at the mirror, saw the food bowl, and

went to the other side of the barrier to obtain the food. The

mirror-experienced pigs were presented with the same set-

up again but with the mirror replaced by a wire mesh. The

food bowl was placed behind the mesh at the same location

where it had been visible before in the mirror. Of the 8

animals, 6 went to the area with the food bowl, behind the

mesh. This experiment showed that piglets are able to

observe and remember features of its surrounding and can

act accordingly. To turn away from the mirror with the

image of the food and to go around the barrier to get to the

food requires piglets to have a mental map of the envi-

ronment and awareness that it can access the food reward.

By excluding other potential cues, such as smell and area

preference, Broom et al. were able to show that pigs can

learn how a mirror functions and how to exploit this

knowledge. However, findings do not necessarily imply

that the pigs recognized themselves, but this ability is the

first step in the process of self-recognition (Macellini et al.

2010). Such studies have not yet been performed with pigs.

Discussion

The pig in cognitive research: a twofold goal

Pigs appear to be a very suitable and promising animal

species for use in biomedical research investigating learn-

ing and memory (de Groot et al. 2005; Lind et al. 2007;

Nunoya et al. 2007; Vodička et al. 2005), and a number of

behavioral cognitive tasks have been developed using these

animals (Chaput et al. 1973; Larsen and Rolin 2004; Lind

et al. 2004; Mikkelsen et al. 1999; Moustgaard et al. 2005;

Nielsen et al. 2009; Schook et al. 2005). Pharmacological

or experimental manipulation of brain structures has been

performed in an attempt to modulate the pigs’ learning or
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memory abilities but, compared with the number of rodent

studies, relatively few such studies have been performed.

There is an urgent need to standardize and (pharmacolog-

ically) validate learning and memory tests for pigs.

Information gathered from studies of animal brains

influences how we think about species with specific cog-

nitive abilities (Broom and Zanella 2004). These studies

also tell us something about the way an animal perceives its

environment (Broom and Zanella 2004) and about the

complexity of concepts that animals have (Broom 2010).

Cognition studies can directly or indirectly contribute to

improving animal welfare. For example, it is now known

that pigs can recognize their handlers, have preferences,

and benefit from environmental enrichment. These aspects

should be considered when looking at ways to improve

their welfare (Manteuffel et al. 2009). The general public is

becoming increasing alert to farm animal welfare, and

information and decisions about animal welfare need to be

evidence based. Studies of both a fundamental (e.g., pigs

capabilities in general) and applied (e.g., the influence of

specific treatments on cognitive development) nature are

relevant in this context. Although the aims of biomedical

and animal welfare scientists are different, behavioral test

paradigms are relevant to both fields of research, providing

complementary information.

The need for validation and replication of paradigms

This review of the literature on cognitive research in pigs

has highlighted deficiencies in both lines of research. More

needs to be learned about emotional factors influencing

learning in pigs (Lind and Moustgaard 2005), the relation

between stress and cognitive function (Mendl 1999), pigs’

discriminatory abilities (McLeman et al. 2005), compari-

son of the cognitive abilities of pigs and other model

species, such as mouse, rat, and monkey (Moustgaard et al.

2005), pigs’ perception of time (Spinka et al. 1998),

memory for objects (Gifford et al. 2007), social and

observational learning (Held et al. 2000, 2001a), cognitive

abilities related to foraging behavior (Puppe et al. 2007),

and cognitive abilities (Ferguson et al. 2009).

While our knowledge of pigs is increasing, there is a

need for validated and translational behavioral paradigms

(Kornum et al. 2007). The broad variety of experimental

findings published in recent years has highlighted the

learning abilities of pigs and has indicated which test

paradigms might be suitable for this species (e.g. Ferguson

et al. 2009; Nielsen et al. 2009). However, the drawback of

the great diversity of paradigms used in pig research is that

most studies have not (yet) been replicated. Consequently,

little is known about the reproducibility and generaliz-

ability of results. To date, there is insufficient knowledge to

consider pigs as a standard model for biomedical studies of

learning and memory. There is always the danger that a

number of these studies have yielded idiosyncratic out-

comes (van der Staay 2006), and thus it is important to

replicate the results of earlier studies, to consolidate the

knowledge base (Muma 1993; van der Staay 2006; van der

Staay et al. 2009, 2010).

Suitability of specific tasks

On the basis of this review, we can identify which tests

may be appropriate for specific research goals. Some of the

tests used to study the cognitive abilities of pigs are suit-

able for investigating multiple cognitive abilities, while

others are only useful for investigating one aspect (as

summarized in Table 1). If we also take into account the

essential criteria for a behavioral test for pigs mentioned

earlier (see Sect. 1.3 of this review), we can consider what

type of tests will be most promising for specific research

goals (see the overview in Table 2).

Promising advances have been made in the automation,

standardization, and complexity of operant tasks for pigs.

The tasks designed by Friess et al. (2007) to measure

learning after (mild) brain injury seem too simple to detect

(subtle) differences, and many tasks would benefit from

defining the optimal range of difficulty. The operant

minipig tasks used by Ferguson et al. (2009) were rela-

tively complex and automated, but of short duration. If

these tasks could be repeated or extended, it might be

possible to establish the reasons for their poor performance

(e.g., level of cognitive or physical difficulty, motivation,

time span). This could then lead to their optimization, e.g.

by increasing the level of sensitivity or complexity or by

aiming at a more species-specific design, and ultimately to

their standardization. Moreover, sorting out the causes of

poor performance would also lead to better founded con-

clusions concerning between-species comparisons (Fergu-

son’s progressive ratio lever-pressing experiment). Operant

tasks like those of Moustgaard et al. (2004, 2005) are

believed to be relatively complex cognitive tasks that are

potentially useful for investigating brain function in pig

models of human brain disorders. Repeatedly applying

tasks of increasing difficulty or complexity to define the

optimal level of difficulty would provide knowledge about

the range and limits of the cognitive abilities of pigs,

knowledge that could be used to develop standardized tests

of brain function in this species. However, what all these

operant tests will always lack is the opportunity to tap

different relevant natural behaviors of pigs.

Depending on the question to be answered, a spatial task

might come closer to fulfilling the criteria listed in the

Introduction. Free-choice mazes such as the eight-arm

radial maze (Laughlin et al. 1999; Laughlin and Mendl

2000, 2004) and the spatial or foraging arena (Mendl et al.
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1997; Sneddon et al. 2000) appear to be suitable for

studying (spatial) learning as well as memory. Arts et al.

(2009) also clearly showed the advantages of the holeboard

task for investigating the influence of rearing or housing

conditions on cognitive performance. Water mazes (situ-

ated somewhere between alley and free-choice mazes) for

pigs (Hammell et al. 1975; Siegford et al. 2008) provide

measures of both learning and memory. However, this type

of ‘simple’ test has a disadvantage. A water maze for pigs,

which are fast growing and large, would have to be

adjustable in size to be suitable for testing animals of dif-

ferent age and size. Moreover, while the effect of swim-

ming on the pigs’ emotional state is unknown (see Chap.

4.4), it is likely that swimming tasks cause stress and

therefore such tests are less suitable.

The freedom of movement and choice a pig encounters

in free-choice tests such as a spatial arena (Sneddon et al.

2000) might mimic its foraging behavior and make it

possible to measure several behavioral domains (e.g.,

cognitive, sensory, motor domains). Minor adaptations

might make these tests suitable for measuring other (cog-

nitive) domains such as discrimination learning (spatial,

visual, or olfactory learning of 2 or multiple objects or

individuals), problem-solving skills, or motivation. Even

observational learning paradigms have been tested in a

spatial arena-like apparatus (Held et al. 2000). It is

important not to use tasks that are too simple or too diffi-

cult, because otherwise study outcomes might be false

positive or negative (like the outcomes in Hagl et al.’ ‘first

problem’ (see Hagl et al. 2005)).

Table 2 Overview of cognitive tasks applied in pig research and their opportunities for implementation in the field of animal welfare and

biomedical research

Criteria:

Test

category:

Unimpaired

animals

should be

able to

acquire task

Allow for

detailed

behavioral

analysis

Stress

free

Tap

ecologically

relevant

behaviors

Standardization Automation Allow

investigation

of developmental

effects

Complexity

and

sensitivity

Classical tasks

Conditioning tasks appetitive ? - ? ± ? ? - -

Conditioning tasks aversive ? - - - ? ? - -

Operant tasks

Lever-pressing tasks ± - ? - ? ? - ?

Discrimination tasks (two

choices)

? - ? - ± ± - ±

Discrimination tasks

(multiple choices)

? - ? - ± ± - ?

Barrier tasks ? ± ? ± - - ± ±

Avoidance tasks ? - - - ? ? ± -

Choice tasks ? - ± - ? ? ± ?

Spatial tasks

Water mazes ? - - - ? ± - -

Spatial arena’s ? ? ? ± ? ? ? ?

Multi-access mazes ? ± ? ± ? ? ? ?

Choice tasks ? ± ? ? ? ? - -

Recognition tasks

ORT ? ? ? ± ± - ? ±

Y-mazes ? ± ? ± ± - - ?

Social tasks ? ± ± ? ± - - ±

Awareness tasks

Mirror test ? ± ? ? - - ? ?

Criteria are based on Chap. 1.3 (Implementation of cognitive tasks). 1 indicates a positive expectancy for this criteria in a particular test

category, based on acquired results or analysis of the test construction. – indicates that the expectancy might be promising, based on comparable

tests applied in other species or analysis of the test construction. - indicates a negative expectancy for this criteria in a particular test category

based on acquired results or analysis of the test construction. Due to the multiplicity of tests applied within pig research so far, the categorization

made here is a broad outline, and some types of tests are be piled up to keep this table specific and to secure a convenient arrangement
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Y-mazes have proven effective for studying mainly

social discrimination or recognition learning (Koba and

Tanida 1999; Kristensen et al. 2001; McLeman et al. 2005;

Tanida and Nagano 1998). These tests, which make use of

a relatively simple apparatus, should be used more often to

study the sensory capacities of pigs, about which our

knowledge is relatively limited at the moment. McLeman

et al. (2008) also showed that the Y-maze can be adapted to

a more automated and controllable apparatus in which

auditory, olfactory, and visual capacities can be tested in

combination or separately. In contrast, the ORT test has

proven relevance in rodents but not in pigs. In theory, this

test could be promising and potentially fulfils several of the

criteria mentioned in Table 2. The main question to be

solved here is whether pigs show a preference for inves-

tigating an unfamiliar object when it is presented together

with a familiar one.

The latest development in cognitive pig research is

related to the study of ‘animal consciousnesses’. To our

knowledge, only one study has investigated this. Broom

et al. (2009) applied a test with a mirror (not to be confused

with the self-awareness Mirror Test of Gallup 1970) to

assess awareness in pigs. The outcomes of this study sup-

port the notion that pigs are able to obtain and use infor-

mation from an object (mirror), and thus this mirror task

may prove a valuable task to assess the higher cognitive

abilities of pigs.

In conclusion, when looking at the criteria outlined for

cognitive tests for pigs to obtain the preferred level of

reliability and validity, simple tasks such as the Y-maze

could be appropriate for some purposes, but free-choice

tasks, and especially spatial free-choice tasks, are the most

promising tests. These tasks can be stress-free provided

that animals receive a long-enough habituation period.

Automation is possible, complexity can be increased or

decreased, and animals are able to show a wide range of

species-relevant behaviors.

Cognitive research in pigs: prerequisites

Stress and cognitive functioning

Performing under stress or arousal is known to influence or

even impair memory (Schwabe and Wolf 2010) and to

disrupt cognitive processes (Mendl 1999), although the

effect seems to be task specific. Performance on appeti-

tively motivated spatial tasks, such as the holeboard task,

may be negatively influenced by chronic stress. Studies

with rodents suggest that chronic stress impairs memory

performance in spatial tasks such as the holeboard or

radial-arm maze, whereas learning in spatial tasks that

evoke moderate to high levels of arousal (e.g., water

mazes) seems to be unaffected or is even facilitated by

chronic stress (see review of Conrad 2010). Several studies

have used electrical shocks as stimulus in aversive learning

tasks. The animal’s response to the CS is believed to be

motivated by aversion of the shock caused by pain and/or

fear. Since pain and fear are associated with stress, the use

of this type of reinforcer is not recommended when

studying learning and memory in pigs, except in the case of

studies designed to assess learning during stressful cir-

cumstances. As stress might adversely affect results, cau-

tion is warranted if it is not known whether a certain

procedure or reinforcer evokes stress. The pigs in the

experiment of Spinka et al. (1998) were free to choose for

short or long confinement during testing, but despite the

presence of food reward, confinement still is a negative

reinforcer. Thus, there is a probability that stress occurs

due to negative reinforcement.

This is also true for water mazes. Although little is

known about whether pigs find swimming pleasant or

unpleasant, they are able to swim (Albarella et al. 2007;

Bennett 1970). However, they probably do not swim often,

and therefore swimming might not be the best behavior to

choose for using in learning and memory tasks. Using

conspecifics as reinforcing stimuli could cause stress in

piglets if they are removed from the sow and their litter-

mates. This is what Siegford et al. (2008) did in their study.

In this specific case, stress might not only have influenced

learning performance, but might also have interfered with

the original research question (does early cognitive per-

formance reduce stress during weaning) because it is

uncertain whether weaning stress was reduced because of

the piglets’ prior cognitive experience or their prior expo-

sure to (a) stressful situation(s).

Even less is known about the influence of positive

arousal (e.g., anticipation of reward) on learning and

memory performance in animals. Positive arousal has been

found to influence performance in humans, and probably

also does so in pigs and other animals. A positive mood

state can enhance cognition in humans (Ashby et al. 1999),

and the mood state at the time of information retrieval

influences performance. Emotional information is remem-

bered better when mood at the time of retrieval matches the

information to be retrieved (positive mood, positive

material; (Lewis et al. 2005) Thus, it would be preferable to

prevent negative as well as positive stress and arousal

before and during testing as much as possible.

Versatility of tasks

Carefully designed reliable equipment that can be used in

several tasks would provide a good basis for gathering

basic, factual, and replicable results. The larger size of pigs

means that test equipment will be more expensive than for

rodents, and for this reason it should be appropriate for
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testing multiple variables and hypotheses. The apparatus

should be designed in such a way that animals of different

ages, breeds, sizes, and sex can be tested without evoking

stress (Siswanto et al. 2008) and should be based on the

pig’s natural abilities.

Translatability of results

The translatability of findings from pigs to humans and

other species is an important consideration when develop-

ing behavioral cognitive tests suitable for pigs. The physi-

ology of pigs resembles that of humans, which enhances the

translatability of data to humans. A paradigm that can be

used for animals and humans alike is expected to promote

translational value. Technological advances have led to the

development of virtual versions of animal-based tasks for

use in human research, and spatial tasks in particular have

made comparisons and translatability between animal and

human studies easier. Examples of virtual reality spatial

tasks for which analogs have been designed for humans and

other animal species are the cognitive holeboard (Cánovas

et al. 2008), the Morris Water Maze (Astur et al. 2002;

Bartsch et al. 2010) and various spatial mazes (Grön et al.

2000; Kahana et al. 1999). Because genetically highly

homogenous animals are used in most studies with rodents

as subjects, whereas humans are highly heterogeneous,

Hoyte et al. (2004) suggested that interventions should have

demonstrated effectiveness in 2 species, in order to improve

the translatability of findings. Pigs could be one of the

species tested.

Factual knowledge about the species

A large amount of research has been performed on learning

and memory in pigs. In particular, pig models are expected to

have a higher translational value than commonly used rodent

models. There are, however, a number of gaps in our

knowledge about pigs that need to be closed. For example,

little is known about the sensory capacities of pigs in general.

Furthermore, there is a lack of replicated experimental

findings and a lack of studies trying to optimize experimental

approaches with pigs as subjects. Yet reliable equipment and

validated test systems are needed to enable biomedical

researchers and welfare specialists to study all aspects of

learning and memory in this species. Such knowledge is a

prerequisite for developing and validating pig models and for

translating findings to management systems that improve pig

welfare under production conditions.

Conclusion

This article has reviewed behavioral test paradigms that may

contribute to biomedical research and pig welfare; however,

systematic research is lacking. A critical point when

designing tasks is that they should reflect the range of natural

abilities of a species. To this end, further research into the

sensory and motor abilities of pigs is urgently needed.

Several types of tests have proven useful. Simple two-

choice mazes (mainly Y-mazes) are suited to investigate

social discrimination and recognition, and sensory capaci-

ties. Operant (lever-pressing like) tests meet several of the

criteria that tasks for testing cognition in pigs should fulfill.

In particular, they can easily be automated and standard-

ized. Free-choice spatial tests seem to be especially

promising. In contrast to operant tasks, they are able to

measure several behavioral domains simultaneously, and

various paradigms have successfully been developed.

While these tests appear to be promising instruments to

evaluate the cognitive abilities of pigs, validation studies

are still lacking. The growing interest in pig models for

cognitive research and the need to improve animal welfare

might provide the impetus needed to lift cognitive pig

research to a higher level.
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